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DIRECTED BY

Yuanqing CAI
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Nathan CRABOT
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Theo TRAN NGOC
Synopsis
A MAN comes home just wants
to sleep.
A bunch of noisy roommate.
A crowded city in southern CHINA!

intension

Yep, at the very beginning, we don't want
a complicated story, we took out a lot of
reference, such like "Makoka Yuasa"s works, and a film
called "(00)". We think that, the key of this
film is also our purpose and intension, is use exaggeration
to show simple idea!
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TECNICAL SHEET

TITLE : COFFIN
PRODUCTION YEAR : 2020
COUNTRY : France
RUNNING TIME : 05min25s
ASPECTATIO : 16 : 9
LANGUAGE : English
SUBTITLES : No dialog
TECHNIQUE : 2D Computer Animation
With integrated 3D elements
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